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THE SCIENTIFIC AUTHENTICITY OF THE DVORAK SUBJECTIVE TEST
OF FUNDAMENTAL LOCOMOTOR MOVEMENT FOR
BEGINNERS IN MODERN DANCE
Abstract
Sherri L. Wurster
Under the supervision of Associate Professor Glenn E. Robinson
The purpose of the study was to establish the scientific
authenticity of the Dvorak evaluatfon test of fundamental locomotor
movement for beginners in modern dance.

Since Dvorak accepted content

validity, reliability and objectivity of the evaluation device were

investigated and norms dev�loped.
The following procedures were employed.

In addition to reviewing

the literature, the investigator wrote to 22 college and university
instructors to obtain information as to the availability of locomotor
skills tests for modern dance.
valid test was found.

From the 12 responses received, no

Seventeen colleges and universities were

contacted asking for their participation in the study.

From three

institutions, 153 modern dance beginners participated in the study.
The scores for the modern dance beginners were obtained as they per. formed the six-item locomotor skill test devised by Dvorak.

The

subjects were tested in groups of two while being subjectively evaluated
by judges using a five-point rating scale.
the 15 3 subjects.

A total of 19 judges rated

The same test was administered to each group twice,

with a two-day interval between the test-retest'periods.
The data were subjected to analysis of variance and analyzed
in the following three groups:

experienced judges, additional judges,

and a combination of the two.

The correlation coefficient was computed

. for day-to-day variation of scores for each test item and individual
test item means were calculated.

All data were processed through

an electronic computer.
The findings of this study indicated that the Dvorak subjective
evaluation of fundamental locomotor movement discriminated significantly
(P(.01) between students.

All tes"t items were fairly reliable for

group use ranging from .68 to .77.
item.

Norms were established for each

The test could not be scored objectively by the judges used in

this study.
Generalizations made by the writer, concerning the Dvorak
evaluation, include the following:

(1)

It appears that the test

devised for use at South Dakota State University by Dvorak could be
used by other college and university instructors for modern dance.
(2)

It would appear that the test is economical to administer and

practical for use in modern dance classes as an aid in evaluating the
skills of beginning modern dance students, as 25 students can be tested
in a fifty-minute class period.

(3)

It would appear that if a

teacher of modern dance did not wish to use the entire test, items
could be selected from the test, since a norm and. a reliability
coefficient are .available, for each item.

(4)

It appears that further

research is needed in the scoring of the Dvorak test.
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
The dance has been recognized as an important area of the
total physical education program and it seems appropriate that an
effective method of evaluation be established for the dance instruct�r
to determine locomotor movement dance efficiency.

Because all dance

steps are derived from basic locomotor movements, certain principles

should apply in terms of testing these movements.
Physical educators.who are interested in the dance are
searching for a way to evaluate locomotor movements in modern dance.
Through personal correspondence with dance instructors at various
colleges and universities, great interest and enthusiasm were indicated
for the formulation of a modern dance skills test which would be
reliable, objective, and valid.
I.

THE PROBLEM

Statement of the problem.

The purpose of this study was to

- establish the scientific authenticity of the Dvorak evaluation test

of fundamental locomotor movement for beginning modern dance students. 1

Reliability and objectivity of the evaluation devic� were investigated
and norms developed.

1Sandra Dvorak, "A Subjective Evaluation of Fundamental
Locomotor Movement in Modern Dance Using a Five Point Rating Scale,"
(unpublished Master' s thesis, South Dakota State University,
Brookings, South Dakota, 1967), PP• 56-58.

2
Importance of the study.

Isolated locomotor movements present

neither challenge nor make demands of the student being tested.

It is

not enough to have subjects perform these isolated movements; such an
2
evaluation appears to be an ineffective means of testing.
Hayes indicated that the mastering of basic movements is a
necessity if one is to be free of technical considerations so that he
can express himself freely and creatively.3 Withers concluded that

technique is a necessary tool for creative expression:

"The greater

the technique, the greater the freedom for creative expression. 1 1 4
Clarke stated, "Several efforts have been ma.de to measure
motor rhythms and dance.

For the most part, however, these have not

as yet advanced to the practical stage." 5

Shelly agreed by stating

that more dance experimentation ip necessary and that one can and
should measure proficiency in dance education.6
2Ibid., PP 4, 22.
•

3Elizabeth Hayes, The Teaching of Dance
Ronald Press Company, 1964), P• 5 .

(New York:

The

�aida Withers, HMeasuring Creativity of Modern Dancers, "
(unpublished I'1aster 1 s thesis, University of Utah, Salt Lake City,
Utah, 1960.) P• 49 •
.5Jlarrison H. Clarke, Application of Measurement to Health
and Physical Education (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1967), P• 320.

6Mary Jo Shelly, "Some Aspects For and Against Objective
Testing of the Dance in Education," Research Quarterly, I (October,
1939). P• 124.

3

Dvorak, in 1967, devised a test to subjectively evaluate
fundamental locomotor movements in modern dance.

7

The evaluation was

designed for modern dance students at South Dakota State University
including the beginner, the intermediate, and the advanced student in
modern dance.
The Dvorak study was limited to a small sample and the writer
felt that a larger sample of population, drawn from additional colleges
and universities, should be given the Dvorak evaluation to establish
the reliability of the evaluation.

8

Dvorak stated that.the subjective evaluation was designed for
those instructors who have had a minimum training in dance.

9

This

writer was interested in testing the objectivity of the Dvorak
evaluation by having various judges with a minimum background in
dance rate the subjects at South Dakota State University together with
the experienced judges.
Further reference to the Dvorak study appears in Chapter II
in a more detailed form.
Authors such as Scott and French, Meyers and Blesh, and Clarke
agreed that raw scores have little meaning or value to the student or

7
nvorak, ,2£• .£!!•·, PP • 56-58.
8
Ibid., p. 19.
9
�•, P• 3.

4
to the teacher.10

Therefore, the writer attempted to provide a means

for translating raw scores into standard scores.
II. Lll1ITATIONS
1.

Only beginners in modern dance were used as subjects in

this study.
2.

Instruction was limited from 12 to 17 one-hour sessions

of modern dance.

J.

Because Dvorak accepted content validity, only reliability
and objectivity were investigated in this study.11
4.

Only Part I of the Dvorak study was investigated in this

study for reliability, objectivity, and norm establishment. 12

5. The Dvorak study, Part I, was used as an evaluation test

on subjects from selected colleges and universities located in
Minnesota, Iowa, and South Dakota.

6. The Dvorak evaluation was used to evaluate only funda

mental locomotor movement in selected pattern combinations. 13

1�. Gladys Scott and Ester French, Measurement and
Evaluation in Ph sical Education (Dubuque, Iowa: Wm c. Brown Co.
r P• 94: and Carlton R. Meyers and T. Erwin Blesh,
Publishers,1959,
Measurement in Physical Education (New York: Ronald Press Company,
1962), p. 66; and Clarke, op. cit. , P• J2.
11Dvorak, �• cit. , P• 26.
12Ibid., p. 55-58.
lJibid.

5
III.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

The Beginner - For the purposes of this study, one currently
enrolled in his or her first modern dance course on the college level
at the time the subject was tested.
Creativity - Being able to take in sensory data; feeling
about that which is perceived; exp�oring perceptions; relating of
present and stored experiences, feelings and meanings; then finally
the forming of a new product.14

Experienced Judge - Advanced students, graduate students,
or instructors who have had additional training in the area of
dance outside the college curriculum, have a special interest in
dance and/or have taught dance.
Additional Judges - Juniors, seniors, and graduate students
in physical education who have never taught dance and have had little
or no experience in the dance area outside of the college classroom.
Objectivity - "The degree of uniformity with which various

ind ividuals score the same test." 1 5

14Alma M. Hawkins, Creating Through Dance (Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc. , 1964), P· 11-12.
15c1arke, £.E• cit., P• J .
O

6
Rating - "A judgement estimate of the testee with respect to

the ability of characteristic under consideration. 11

16

Technique - Developing, directing, and changing the untrained,

seemingly natural, movement patterns into their related art forms. 17

The following definitions presented by Hayes were selected for
18
use in the Dvorak study and were employed in this study.
1.

Modern Dance - Movement that has been consciously given

form and rhythmic structure to provide physical, emotional or
aesthetic satisfaction.

Certain fundamental movement skills and

understandings are requisite to arrive at the goal of satisfaction-
requisite not only as they pertain to the dance, but also to almost
all effective muscular response.
2.

Locomotor Movement - The act of transporting the body from

place to place in space.
3. Walk - A transfer of weight from one foot to the other
without loss of contact with the ground.
4.

Run - A transfer of weight from one foot to the other with

a brief loss of contact with the ground.
l6Leonard A. Larson and Rachael D. Yocum, ¥.easurement and
Evaluation in Physical, Health, and Recreation Education (St. Louis:
C. V. MosbyCompany, 195 1), P· 2Y:17Margaret N. H'Doubler, Dance - ! Creative Art Experience
(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1966). p. 92.

18Elizabeth Hayes, An Introduction to the Teaching of Dance,
(New York: The Ronald Press Company, 196l}), PP• J , 4, 47, 6 6; and
Dvorak, £E_• cit. , PP· 5, 6, 7.

7

5. Leap - A transfer of weight from one foot to the other,

similar to the run, but involving greater height or distance and
requiring more energy for its performance.
6.

Jump - A transfer of weight from both feet to both feet

or from one foot to both feet.

7. Hop - A transfer of weight from one foot to the same foot.
8.

Skip - A step and a ho_p, with the step requiring twice as

much time as the hop.
9.

Slide - A step (usually taken to the side) and another

step (actually performed as a leap) closing to the first step.

As in

the skip, the first step requires twice as mu.ch time as the second
step.
10. Gallop - A step and a leap, with the step requiring twice
as much time as the leap.
IV.

HYPOTHESES

(1) The Dvorak evaluation of basic locomotor movements_is a
reliable test.

(2) Norms can be established for rating performance

for each item of the six-item evaluation.

(J) An instructor with a

minimum background in dance can score the Dvorak evaluation test ·or
basic locomotor movement objectively.

CHAPTER II
REV'IIDtl OF THE LITERATURE

An extensive search of the literature revealed limited
information pertaining to the measurement of dance proficiency.
area of modern dance testing seems to be especially limited.

The

The

studies reviewed range from tests-Pertaining to the rhythmic element
of dance to modern dance prediction ability.

I.

LITERATURE PERTAINING TO DANCE

Various attempts have been made to measure the rhythmic aspect
of dance.

Coppock developed a test to measure objectively the

rhythmic element in dance. The test of 23 patterns was beat on a drum
using 3/4, 4/4, and 5/4 meters.

tape.

The 92 subjects walked through the patterns with one step

being made on each drum beat.
in a room with no distractions.
test.

The entire test was recorded on a

Coppock tested each subject individually
It took 15 minutes to admini�ter the

The test was scored for meter, tempo, and the total of the

two ratings.

The three dance instructors of the 92 subjects rated

their respective groups according to a five-point rating scale devised
by Coppock.

These ratings provided the criterion of the Test of

Rhythmic Motor Response.
Applying the odd-even method of correlation, the test seemed
to be highly reliable as a . 91 and a .90 reliabilities were obtained

9
from the meter and total methods of scoring, and the tempos method,
1
respect.1.velY• 9

Ashton devised a gross motor rhythm test using the run, walk,
skip, traditional waltz, polka, and schottische step.

The test was

designed for students of folk, square, and/or modern dance. One
thousand, fifty-three students were tested over a five and one-half
year period.

Subjects were teste� in groups of three, with three

judges rating each group.

Twenty-four students were rated per class

period. Musical excerpts were recorded on a tape and used for
accompaniment of the test items.
timed with a stop watch.

Tempos were set by a metronome and

The sum of the total scores of all judges

was used to determine the subject's score.

The Pearson-Product

Moment method of correlation was employed and a reliability coeffi
20
cient of +. 86 was obtained.
Benton used a battery o.f tests to measure basic qualities
inherent in the dance and hoped to predict the capacities of college
women for learning skills in dance movement techniques.
the following tests:

Benton used

The Brace Test of Motor Ability, McCloy's

Physical Fitness Index, The Johnson Test of Motor Educability,
Seashore's Measure of Musical Talents, a test of static balance and
19noris Coppock, "Development of an Objecti've Measure of
Rhythmic Motor Responses, " Research Quarterly, XXXIX (December, 1968),
PP• 915-919.

20Dudley Ashton, "A Gross Motor Rhythm Test, 11
Quarterly, XXIV (October, 195 3), PP• 253-260.

Research

10
dynamic balance, and a test of agility.
21
reported.

No·significant results were

Waglow found a reliability of! .048 to .472 in an experiment
in social dance testing.
two-day interval.

The test-retest was administered with a

The following six items were included in the test:

Waltz, tango, slow fox trot, jitterbug, rumba, and samba.
22
·
• d were inconc
obtaine
1us ive.

The results

The Frial study found that kinesthesis perception is related
to modern dance ability and that it is possible to predict "goodness"
.and "poorness" in modern �ance ability �hrough tests of kinesthesis by
various equations.

Ninety volunteers from skills and modern dance

classes were divided into non-dancer, poor-dancer, and good-dancer
groups on the basis of a five-point ability rating scale and a dance
questionnaire.

Thirteen measures of kinesthesis were selected as

independent variables in predicting modern dance ability.

23

Dvorak saw the need for a means of evaluating fundamental
• locomotor movement as a means of determining dance proficiency.

24

21
Rachel Jane Benton, "Measurement of Capacities of Learning
Dance Movement Techniques," Research Quarterly, XV (May, 1944), p. 137.

22
1. F. Waglow, "An Experiment in Social Dance Testing, "
Research Quarterly, XXIV (March, 1953), P• 97.

23
Paula Frial, "Prediction of Modern Dance Ability Through
Kinesthetic Tests, " (unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, State
University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, 1965), pp.-28, 39, 40, 60.
24

Dvorak, .2E, • c1t., P • 4.

11

Five criteria were established for the locomotor skills test and a
,five-point rating scale was used to subjectively evaluate the students
25
Content validity and the test-retest were means used
being tested.
by Dvorak to establish the validity and reliability respectively. 26

Test items were constructed of fundamental locomotor movement
combinations, and a pilot study was completed.

Problems were

encountered in the pilot study and accordingly changes were made.

A

second pilot study was conducted which appeared to alleviate problems
encountered in the first pilot study.

Six experienced dance
2
instructors rated the subjects taking the test. 7
The final test �onsisted of two parts:

Part I for the

beginner and Part II for the intermediate and advanced student in
modern dance.

A reliability coefficient of +

Part I of the Dvorak test.

The

i

.54 was obtained for

ratio was found to be 2.64 on the

gross correlation, which was statistically significant beyond the
five-percent level of confidence.
the reliability was + . 89.

For Part II of the Dvorak evaluation,

The t ratio was found to be 7.57 on.the

gross correlation, which was statistically significant beyond the
. . f"icance. 28
one-percent 1eve 1 of signi
2 5 Ibid.,

26Ibid.

P• 20.

27Toid. , PP• 21-23.
28Ibid. ,
PP• 31-32.

12
The review of measurement and evaluation was not elaborated
upon since test construction was not a purpose of this writer.

A brief

reference is made to validity, reliability, and objectivity in the
construction of a test to enable the reader to become familiar with
Dvorak's procedures.

A more comprehensive review of measurement and
29
evaluation may be found in the Dvorak study.
II.

LITERATURE PERTAINING TO TE3T AUTHENTICITY

The Dvorak evaluation is validated in terms of content

validity.JO

According to Cronbach, content validity can be used to

validate a test by comparing the test items themselves with the
31
content the author wants included in the test.
Downie and Heath
mentioned that a test has content validity when at least part of the
course objectives and content are covered adequately when a test is so
2
constructed.3
It is not necessary, according to Latchaw and Brown,
to validate the test against an outside criterion if a skills test

3
measures only performance in the test itselr. 3
29

Ibid. , pp. 8-14.

JOibid. , P• 26.

3 1Lee J. Cronbach, Essentials of Psycholo�ical Testing,
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1960)-, p. 106.

3 2N. M. Downie and R. W. Heath, Basic Statistical Methods,
(New York: Harper and Row, Publishers, 1965), P• 223.

3 )M. Latchaw and C. Brown, The Evaluation Process in Physical

Education, (New Jersey:

Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1962), P· 20b.

13
Meyers and Blesh said of reliability, "••• the consistency with
which a test item operates is to administer the test on two successive
days with similar conditions prevailing ••• "3

4

Lindeman indicated that

reliability ma.y be expressed by correlating the performance of subjects
on successive applications of the same measure. 35

Scott and French have listed pertinent generalizations
concerning correlation coefficients. They are as follows:
1.

Reliability coefficients can be expected to be higher than
validity coefficients.

2.

Lower coefficients can be expected in tests of physical
abilities than in tests of mental capacities, perhaps due
to more fluctuation in the performer.

3.

Tests given girls usually yield lower reliabilities than
when given boys, probably due to the greater difficulty
of motivating girls to put forth their best efforts.

4.

The performance of inexperienced players is usually less
reliable than that of highly skilled ones. 36

Authors Meyers and Blesh and Larson and Cox agree that
objectivity depends upon consistency with which test results agree

when different administrators score the test. 37

Clarke said of

Jli.ieyers and Blesh, op. cit. , P• 93.
3 5 Richard H. Lindeman, Educational Measurement, (Glenview,
Illinois: Scott, Foresman and Company, 1967), P• 45.
36scott and French, �- cit. , p. 25.

37Meyers and Blesh, .2£• cit., p. 4 6: and Leonard Larson and
5
Walter Cox, "Tests and Measurements in Health, and Physical Education, "
Research Quarterly, V (December, 1941), P· 485.
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14
objectivity:

"A test can have a high degree of reliability without an
8
appreciable degree of objectivity. 113
SUMMARY

The review of the literature relating to the dance indicated
a definite lack of a valid, reliable, and objective measures of dance
proficiency in terms of locomotor..movement.
In the writer's opinion, the majority of the studies reviewed
were outdated.

Others appeared to be uneconomical in terms of time

to administer.

Additional studies reviewed did not include all of

the locomotor movements nor selected pattern combinations of basic
locomotor movement.

The main purpose of several tests was to measure

the rhythmic element of dance.
The Dvorak test appeared to be the only test in existence
which tested all eight fundamental locomotor movements in combinations.
However, only a very small number of subjects were tested, and the
test was limited for use at South Dakota State University. Further
more, norms had not been established for the test.

3 8Clarke, op. cit., P· Jl.

CHAPTER III
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
In 1966 Dvorak received responses from 13 college and
university instructors who replied to the letter of inquiry
concerning the availability of locomotor skills test for modern dance.

No valid test was found. 39

In addition to reviewing the literature, this investigator
wrote to 22 additional college and university instructors in search
of a locomotor skills test for modern dance. From the 12 responses
received, no valid test was found. The letter of inquiry and replies
received can be found in Appendices A and B, respectively.
In addition, the investigator wrote to the Imperical Society
of Teachers of Dancing at London, England.

A syllabus of professional

examinations was obtained; however, it did not appear beneficial for
the purpose of testing fundamental locomotor movement because all
e ight fundamental locomotor movements were not employed nor w�re they
used in combinations.
oriented.40

Also the syllabus appeared to be ballet

3 9nvorak, op. cit., P· 39.

40

Syllabus of Professional Examinations, The Imperical Society
of Teachers of Dancing Inc., London, W. I., 19�5.

16
SOURCE OF SUBJECTS
Letters were sent to 15 area colleges and universities asking
· for their participation in the study.

Institutions were selected

at approximately 175-mile radius of South Dakota State University,
with the exceptions of Luther College and Iowa State University.
Instructors of phy sical education �t these two institutions volun
teered their beginners in modern dance when they were verbally
informed of the study.

Later Iowa State University withdrew the 125

subjects because their class periods were not long enough to administer
the test to the total number of students in each cla ss.

The letter

asking the schools to participate in the study and names of the 17

schools contacted appear in Appendices C and D, respectively.
The 175-mile radius was selected because it was felt that it
would �ot be economical to test in terms of time and distance involved,
e specially when the test-retest method was employed with a two-day
interval.

The difficulty of finding competent judges to travel greater

distances determined the selection of colleges within the area.
The writer was unable to be present during testing periods
at Luther Colle ge and Mankato State College.

Severe blizzards made

travel impossible to Luther College, and conflicting testing dates
made it impossible for the investigator to be at �Iankato State College •.
After consultation with her advisors, it was ag�eed that the dance

.

.

institutions were experienced competent
instructors at these two
.
judges, and qualified to select capabl� assistant judges.
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The scores from Mankato State College are not included in
the statistical analysis because only one trial was scored instead of
the required two.
The following subjects used in this study were students
enrolled in beginning modern dance classes.
A.

Luther College - 1 5 students

B.

S outhwest Minnesota St._ate College - 3 7 students

C.

S outh Dakota S tate University - 101 students

or

the 1 53 subjects tested, 11 were men.

These factors limited the number of schools participating in

the study:
1.

S ome institutions offered modern dance only on alternate

years.
2. Other colleges had only a very small number of subjects
available ( less than ten) .

J.

S ome of the colleges do not offer modern dance in their

program.

METHOD OF RATING
For each testing situation three experienced judges rated each
subject.

Three additional judges, besides the three experienced

judges, were selected to rate the subjects at each new testing period
at South Dakota State University.

This procedur� was followed only

at South Dakota State University because of the complications involved
in finding judges able to travel distances twice in a week. A variety

18
of j udges was used to test the scoring obj ectivity of the evaluation .
A total of 19 j udges, using a five�point rating. scale, rated the 153
subj ects.

The names of the j udges appear in Appendix E.

TESTING EQUIPMENT
(1)

Tape recorder

(2)

Tape of the Dvorak test for modern dance beginners

(3)

Score sheets

(4)

Pencils

(S)

Blackboard with test items listed

(6)

Chairs for judges

(7)

Number s and pins for the students

Dvorak applied certain testing procedures in the 196 7 study

to make the test a s standardized as pos sible. 41

The investigator

followed the�e same procedures with the exception of two minor
changes which are explained on pages 19 and 20 .

Following standardized

�ethods of testing simplifies testing periods and provides a means
of obtaining meaningful scores.

•

...
41 Dvorak, �•

.£!!• ,

PP• 53-55.
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TESTING PROCEDURES
1.

One week prior to the testing period , the students were

oriented as to the patterns included in the test .

A ny practicin g of

the patterns occurred outside the re gular class period.
2.

One week prior to testing , for purposes of orientation ,

the judges were given a sample rating sheet , a test copy , and an
enlarged checklist ( as developed by Dvorak42) . Previous to or
immediately before the testing period, the six test items were
demonstrated to the judges.
questions .

The judges were then asked if they had

A copy of the test and the rating sheet are found in

Appendix F .
3•

The students drew numbers and then were arranged into

groups of two in ordinal order.

(Dvorak tested in groups of three.43 )

Although the judges in the Dvorak study felt that they could ade quately
rate the three subjects during a testin g session , a teacher with a
minimum background in dance might find it difficult t o give adequate
ratings to thre e performers at one time .

According to Meyers and

Blesh, ample time to render the ratin g is a necessity.

"A hurried

rating is valueless. 11 44 Because the six-item evaluation can
42Ibid. , PP • 77 - 84 •

43Dvorak, op. cit. , P• 24 .
�eyers and Blesh, op . cit. , p. 101 .

be
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given in two minutes and fifty-seven seconds, including two trials,
25 students can be rated in a fifty-minute period.
4.

Test items were written on a blackboard for reference by

the subjects.

5.

The judges were seated throughout the testing room and

arrived at their scores independently.
6.

No words were spoken by the judges, students, nor test

administrator during the test application .

7.

The test being standardized on tape gave the subjects

directions for taking the test.
8.

There were two trials for each test item .

9.

There were three seconds between the two trials and seven

seconds between the test items.
10.

For each test item, the students listened to the met

ronome for one measure and in each trial began on the drum beat.
11 .

The students began each new item on the RIGHT foot.

12 .

The six test items for beginners were arranged in , order

of difficulty.
13 .

The students were rated on both trials.

only the second tria1. 45 )

(Dvorak judged

Breer stated that students who are younger
46
and less skilled need more trials because they are less consistent.
4 5-nvorak, op. cit., P• 54.

46Marion R. Bro er , "Evaluating Skills, " Journal of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation, Nov. , 196 2, pp. 22-23.
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This writer felt that inconsistency could occur on the part of the
performer and that both trials should be judged.
14.

The subjects were rated by three experienced judges.

1 5.

While each group was being tested, the other students

remained in a room removed from the testing area.
16.
trial.

In each item, the subject was given one rating on each

" Five" was the highest rattng, with "one " being the lowest.
17 .

The six-item test was administered as a retest to the

subjects after a two-day interval.
18.

Only at South Dakota State University were three additional

judges used to rate the subjects along with the three experienced
judges to test the objectivity of the Dvorak evaluation.
19.

After the first day of testing, the subject's study sheets

were collected, and the subjects urged to discontinue practice between
the testing periods.
20.

The subjects were rated on proper body mechanics, rhythm,

and directional change according to the following criteria:
by Dvorak

47

( as stated

)

a.

Proper body mechanics of performing locomotor movement
including posture, control in landings, and proper extension
and flexion of hips, knees, and ankles.

b.

Correct rhythm in the patterns.

c.

Correct sequence of the pattern.

d.

Precise and smooth changes in direction.

47nvorak, op. cit., P• 53.
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e. S tyle of movement--whether tense and forced, or natural
and relaxed.
21.

All scores were tabulated, and data were placed on IBM

cards for the application of statistical procedures.

CHAPI'ER IV
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Presented in this chapter is the statistical analysis of the
data collected.

I.

SCORING OF DATA

The scores for the subjects were collected as they performed
the six-item locomotor skills test devised by Dvorak.

The subjects

. were rated subjectively in groups of two by judges using a five-point
rating scale.

The same test was administered to each . group twice ,

with a two-day interval between test-retest periods.
II.

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

The data were compiled and transferred to Hallreth cards for
processing through an electron ic computer.

The data were subjected to

analysis of variance and linear correlation according to Steel and
Torrie.

48

Significance of mean square values for subjects was deter-

mined by using a quasi F test procedure.

To facilitate interpretation

of the results , the data were analyzed in three groups.

These were.

as follows:

experienced judges , additional judges , . and a combination

of the two.

The ana lysis is discussed in the above order.

48

A separate

Robert G. Steel and James H. Torrie , Principles and Procedures
of. Statistics , (New York : McGraw-Hill Company Inc. , 1960 )�p. 99-156 ,
183-193.
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analysis of variance was computed for each item of the six-item test .
The correlation coefficient for day-to-day variation for each test
item was calculated .

Individual test item means were also computed.

Expectation of mean squares for use in computing F values appear in
Table I .
TABLE I
EXPECTATIONS OF MEAN SQUARFS FOR USE IN COl-fi'trr ING F TESTS
Experienced and/or Additional Judges
Source

Expectation of Mean Squares

Students

2
Jd' ST (D) + TD tr- J ( S ) + TJD t1"' S

2

2

Judges/S

tr 2JT( SD) + TD .r 2J ( S)

Days

JS v- 2T (D) + TJS r 2n

SxD

J v' 2ST (D) + TJ cr DS

JD/S

2

2

r JT(SD) + T r2nJ (S)

Trials/Days

JS f 2T (D)

SxT /D

J

JxT /SxD

-1'"
2

2

ST ( D)

r JT ( SD)
Combination of Classes of Jud ges

S ource

Expec tation of Mean Squares

Students

EJ v 2s T (D) + DT o J (ES ) + JDT r ;; (S ) + EJDI' r2s

Experienced/S

r
J t 2ET (SD) + DT

2

a-

2

J (ES ) + JDT c r 2E: (s )
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TABLE I ( continued)
Source

Expectation of Mean Squares

Judges/F:S

o 2JT ( ESD) + UI' r 2J ( ES )

Days

SEJ v-Zr (D) + SEJT r 2n

SxD

EJ r sT(D) + EJT r 2oo
2
2
J r ET( SD) + JT tr DE ( S)

2

-

E:xD/S

JxD/SE

2
r JT( ESD) + 'I' r2nJ (F.5)

Trials/D

SEJ r T(D)

S:xT/D

EJ r2s T(D)

ExT/SD

J tr 2ET( SD)
2
tr JT(ESD)

2

JxT/ESD

III .
E:xperienced judges .

FINDINGS

Analysis of variance mean squares for each

item obtained when experienced judges scored the test are shown in
Table II.

F values for this analysis appear in Appendi:x G.

As shown , there was a highly significant ( P <( . 01) difference
between subjects ( S) for all six test items .

This indicates that the

test discriminated between subjects.
Variability between judges ( J/S) in rating a student was also
significantly (P < . 01) different for each itern of the test .

This

indicated that the test items could not be scored objectively when
three experienced judges evaluated any one stud ent .

TABLE II
MEAN SQUARE VALUES FOR EACH TEST ITEM WHEN SCORES
OF EIGHT EXPERIENCED JUDGES WERE ANALYZED

Source1

df

s

152

J /S

306

D

1

Item 1

7 - 9 5 **
. 6 2 **

2 . 98

SD

152

- 79 **

JD/S

306

. 28 **

Item 2

8 . 68**

-54**

10 . 68

1 . 14**

. 28**

Item 3

Item 4

Item 5

8 . 94**

5 . 42 **

8. 18**

2 . 74

9 . 21

2 . 10

.6 8**
• 71**

. J6 **

.48**

• 53**
. 28* *

. 69 **
- 75 **

- 29 **

Item 6

9 - 87**

. 45 **

16 . 31

. 68 **
. 22 **

2

. 86

4. 57

4 . 68

13 . 88

6 . 20

. 99

ST/D

304

. 36

. 37

. 29

. 28

. 20

Residual

612

. 34

.15

.14

. 14

.10

T/D

. 13

.14

** P � . 01

1s = Subject ; J /S = Judge within subject ; D = Days ; SD = Subject by day ; JD/S = Judge by day within
subject ; T/D = Trial within day; ST/D = Subject by trial within day .
N
O'\
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Analysis of varianc e for the effects of test ing day (D ) showed
no significant differe nces for any of the te st ite ms whe n the group
mean was compared .

Individuals may have increased or decreased the ir

score from day-to-day but this effect was not large enough to alter
the mean score of all s ubjects .
The s ubject-by-day (SD ) interaction was highly s ign if icant
( P � . 01 ) for all test items .

This indicated that an individual

subject ' s sc ore varied from day-to -day.

As mentioned pre vious ly , this

variation was not great enough to cause a significant difference in
day-to -day performance .
The juige-by-day-within-subject (JD/S) interaction also differed
s ignificantly (P , . 01 ) f or all the test items .

This means that either

the stuients , the j udge s , or both varied from day-to -day on a given
test ite m .
The trial-within-day (T/D ) and the subject-by-trial-within-day
(ST/D ) interact ions c ould not be tested because an ade quate error term
was not available .
Additional judges .

Analysis of variance mean squares for each

item obtained when additional ju:lges scored the tes t are shown in Table
III.

F values f or this analysis appear in Appendix H.
When the data of additional judges were suqjected to analys is

of variance there was a signif icant ( P ( . 0 1 ) diffe re nce between
s ubject (s ) for all six test items as shown in Table I I I .

TABLE III
MEAN SQUARE VALUES FOR EACH TEST ITEM WHEN SCORES
OF ELEVEN ADDITIONAL JUOOES WERE ANALYZED
S ource 1

df

s

78

J /s
D

SD
JD/S

158
1

78
158

Item l

8 -93 **

. 85**
. 42

- 56 **
- 35**

Item 2

8 .74**
. 64**

1 . 53

-58**

- 5 2* *

-

Item 3

9 .61 **
- 74**

. 01

. 50 ••

- 77 **

Item 4

Item 5

5 - 70 **

7 - 25 **

. 6 2**

.6 J **

5 .9 3

- 56 **
. 50 ••

. 56
I

.49 **
.45 **

2

3 . 22

5.45

4 . 68

9 . 66

13 . 12

S T/D

156

. 31

. 35

. 22

. 25

Residual

316

. 19

. 35

. 22

. 21

. 16

T/D

. 18

Item

6

6 . 11**

- 58**

5 . 47

. 6 7 **

- 37 **
.55

. 15
. 15

** P < . 01

1s = Subject ;
subject ; T/D

J /S = Judge within subject ; D = Days ; SD = Subject by day; JD/S = Judge by day within
ST/D = Subject by trial within day .

= Trial within day ;

N
co
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S imilar to the data for experienced j udge s , the j udge within
s ubject (J/S ) interaction also differed significantly ( P z . 01 ) for
all test items .
The scores computed for testing days (D ) showed no significant
differences f or any of the test items when the group mean was c ompared .
The f inding is s imilar to the res ults obtained when the s c ore s of the
experienced judges were analyzed . The s ubject-by-day ( SD ) analysis was highly significant ( P < . 01 )
for all test items .

Like the analys is using e xperienced judge s , this

indicates that a s ubject ' s score varied from day-to-day.
The judge -by-day-within-s ubject (JD/S ) interaction was highly
s ignificant

(P < . 01 )

f or all the test items , meaning that e ither the

subjects and/or judges varied from day-to-day on a given test item.
This f inding was like the analysis using experienced j uige s .
The trial-within -day (T/D ) and the s ubject-by-trial-within -day
(ST/D ) interactions c ould not be tested .
Experienced and additional ju:iges combined .

Analys is of

variance mean squares f or each item obtained when the sc ores of all
ju:lges were analyzed was similar to those obtained in the e xperienced
ju:ige gro up and s imilar to those of the additional j udges .
are shown in Table IV .

The res �ts

The F val ues for this analys is appear in

Appendix I .
The scores of the s ubjects (s ) differed sign if icant ly ( P < . 01 )
within eac h of the six test items .

TABLE DI
MEAN SQUARE VALUES FOR EACH TEST ITEM WHEN SCORES
OF ALL JUOOES WERE ANALYZED
S ourcel

df

Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

Item 4

Item 5

Item 6

s

78

17 . 7 8**

16.43**

17 . 31••

10 . 65**

14 - .51**

14 . 04**

E/S

79

1. 19 **

1 . 0 5 **

1 - 22**

. 96• •

1 - 20**

J /SE

316

- 79 **

. 63**

. 80* *

- 58**

• 71**

1 - 15**

. 19

D

1

SD

78

. 8 3 **

F.D/S

79

. 28 **

JD/SE

316

- 3 3 **

T /D

2. 51
- 71**

1. 37

4 . 56

2. 09

- 57 **

7. 22

- 59 * *

. 84*

.40•

- 8 5 **

- 57 **

- 38**

- 51**

. 32••

. 5 0 ••

. J8 **

. 58**

. J8**

. J8 *

- 29* *

2

4. 13

8. 12

9. 16

16. 78

16 . 57

. 64

ST/D

156

. 44

.44

. 28

. 36

. 20

ET/SD

158

. 17

. 57

. 14

. 17

. 14

. 17

. 14

Residual

632

. 16

. 17

. 20

. 18

. 16

. 13

*
**

P < . 05
P < . 01 -

1s = Subject ; E/S = Experienced judge within subject ; J/SE = Judge within subject by
class ; D = Days ; SD = Subject by day; ED/S = Experienced judge by day within sub ject ;
JD/SE = Judge by day within sub ject whether experienced or additional ; T/D = Trial
within day ; ST/D = Sub ject by trial within day ; ET/SD = Experienced judge by trial
within sub ject by day .

\.,J

0
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The experienced class of judges within sub ject ( E /S ) interaction
showed that these groups of judges differed significantly (P < - 01) in
evaluating each test item.
The significant ( P < - 01) judge-within-subject ( J /SE ) by class
interaction showed that the judges within both classes differed in
evaluating a subject within each test item.

This further indicated

that the test items could not be �cored objectively when a large
number of judges were used. The effect of days ( D) was not signifi
cantly different for any of the test items.
The subject-by-day ( SD) interaction was significantly different
( P < . 0l) for all items , except items three and four which differed at
the five percent level of probability.
The experienced class of judges-by-day-within-subject (ED/S)
' interaction was significant ( P < - 01) for all items of the test.
The judge -by-day-within-subject ( JD/SE) interaction whether
experienced or additional judges, was significant for all items of the
test except item five which was significant at the five perce�t level
of probability .
The trial-by-day (T/D) , the subject-by-trial-within-day ( ST/D),
and the experienced class of judge-by-trial-within-subject-by-day ( ET /
SD) interactions could not be tested because appropriate error terms
were not available .
The following table shows the rank of v � riability in performance

of difficulty scored by different groups of jud ges and the calculated
norms .
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TABLE V
RANK OF VARIABILITY OF TEST ITEMS , SCORED BY DIFFERENT
GROUPS OF JUDGES AND THE CALCULATED NORMS

From Least difficult to Most difficult
Test Item Number

5

Additional Judges*

3

Experienced Judges*

4 - 3 - 1

Judge Combination*

4 - 3 - 2 - l

Calculated Mean Score

4 - 3 - l - 2

*

2

1

- 5

4 - 6
- 2 - 6

-5
- 5

- 6
- 6

Variability was determined by the size of the F value for the subject
by day ( SD) interaction.
Variability and norms .

The degree of variability for each

item in the different analysis of variance groups, was _ determined by

evaluating the relative magnitude of the subject-by-day ( SD) interaction.
Calculated means were compared to determine the degree of difficulty.
As shown in Table V, the variability obtained with the experienced
judges, the combined scores of all judges and the calculated mean
agreed rather well.

In these instances item four was the least diffi

cult , followed by items three, one, two, five and six in increasing.
order of difficulty .

It was apparent that the scores given the sub ject�

by additional judges differed greatly from the other comparisons.
These results indicated that the items of the test were not
arranged in the proper order of difficulty for performance and that
there is more difficulty is scoring certai n items .

However, differences
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These differences

in norms between items of the test were not large .

may be of little importance with the exception of item number six.
These differences were apparent from the norms obtained for each item
and are shown in Table VI.
TABLE VI
NORMS FOR EACH TEST ITEM
Item

1

2

Norm

2 . 71

2. 62

Reliability.

3

2 . 79

4
2. 80

5

6

2 . 41

A reliability coefficent was obtained for each

test item by combining the two trials and comparing the scores of day
one with the scores of day two.

Steel and Torrie was employea. 49

The linear correlation described by

All of the correlations obtained were significant beyond the
.01 level of confidence according to a table of correlation co�fficients
50
presented by S nedecor and Cochran.
Table VII shows the reliability
coefficients for each test item.

49Ibid. , PP 183 -193 ·
·

50 George w . Snedecor and William G . Cochran, S tatistical
Methods ( Ames: The Iowa S tate University Press , 1967) . P· 557 .
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TABLE VII
RELIABILITY COEFFICIENT FOR EACH TEST ITEM

1

Item

2

. 760

r

. 707

3

. 731

4

5

. 682

- 745

6

. 77 4

According to Meyers and Blesh, a reliability coefficient of

. 70 - . 79 is an indication of a fair correlation and satisfactory for

group measurement.51

Garrett, with res e rvations, stated that a

correlation coefficient of ±
reliability. 5 2

TV.
1.

.40 to ! . 70 denotes substantial or ma rked
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The test d iscriminated between subjects (S) as shown by the

highly significant differences between subjects for all test items
re gardless of the class of judges included in the analysis of vari�nce .
2. Variability among judges ( J/S) in rating a subject was
s ignificantly different for each test item.

3 . The results of the data indicated that there was no
51 carlton R . Meyer and T. Erwin Blesh, Me as�rement in Physical
Education ( New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1962) , P · 63-.-

52Henry E . Garrett, Statistics in Psych�logy and Education ( N ew
York: David McKay Company, Inc . , 1966) , P· 176 .
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s ignificant day- to-day (D ) variation in a subject' s score on any of the
test items when the group mean was ·compared.

However, the most

variability, although not significant , was present in item s ix .

4.

Mean scores made on each item a l so indicated that i tem six

was the most difficul t to perform.

S . The subject-by-day (SD ) interaction effects were highly
significant w ith few exceptions which were significant beyond . the
five-percent level of probability.
6.

The norms for each test item indicated that there was very

- l ittle difference in the scores made on test items one through four.
The norm obtained for item five was considerably smaller than the
previous items yet larger than the norm for item six.

The average

norm obtained for all i tems ranged from 2.1 to 2.8.
7.

The difficul ty of the test items was not as defined, as

stated by Dvorak.
8.

The tes t items were fairly reliable for group use ranging

from .68 to .77.
V.

DISCUSSION OF TIIE FINDINGS

The Dvorak test did discriminate significantly between subjects
tested, and as a group, the subjects did not vary signif icantly from
day-to-day testing periods.

Individuals may have increased or decreased

their score from day-today, but the total effect was not large enough

•

to cause a s ignificant difference in- the mean score for a l l subjects .
-�
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The statistical analysis revealed that the Dvorak test was not
scored objectively by either of the groups of jud ges, whe ther experi
enced or additional, used in this study .

S ince the Dvorak test is a

subje ctive evaluation, perhaps one judge could score the test items
in a somewhat more consistent manner.
The norms obtained indicated that the 153 subjects yielded an
average score ranging from 2. 1 to --2. 8 for the six-item test based upon
a five-point rating scale with five considered perfect .

The findings

further implied that the test items were not arranged in order of
difficulty, although the norms showed that there was little difference
in the level of difficulty between the six test items .
The reliability for each test item , which ranged from . 68 to

. 77, indicated that the test was fairly reliable for group use .

Although the reliability coefficient indicated only a fairly reliable
test, perhaps one can be tter interpret the results by referring to Page
1 3 of the manuscript where the writer included generalizations concerning
the correlation coefficient as stated by Scott and French .
Authors Scott and French implied that correlation coefficients
concerning inexperienced subjects , females, and tests of physical
abilities usually yielded lower reliabilities .

This study did include

subjects with the above qualities in that the test dealt with the
physical abilities of be ginning students in modern dance and the
majority of the subjects tested we re girls ( ll�2 ou t of 153) .
The writer retained the directional hypotheses stating that the
Dvorak test is a reliable test and that norms can be es tablished for the
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Dvorak test.

The reliability coefficients for each test item were

significant beyond the one percent level of confidence according to

a table of correlation coefficients presented by Snedecor and Cochran. 53

With 1 5 2 degrees of freedom, a correlation of . 208 was necessary to be
significant at the .01 level of confidence.
The judge-within-subject (J/S) interactions showed that all
the judges , whether experienced or additional , varied significantly
(P

<

. Ql) in evaluating a subject within each test item .

Therefore, the

directional hypothesis stating that the Dvorak test could be scored
objectively was rejected at the . Ql level of confidence.

53snedecor and Cochran, loc. cit.

CHAPI'ER V
SUMMARY , CONCLUSIONS , AND RECOMMENDATIONS
I.

SUMMARY

The purpose of the study was to establish the scientific
authenticity of the Dvorak evaluation test of fundamental locomotor
movement for beginners in modern dance.

Because Dvorak accepted

content validity, only reliability and objectivity were investigated
and norms developed.
The scores for the 153 beginning modern dance students were
obtained as they performed the six-item locomotor skill test as
devised by Dvorak.

The subjects were tested in groups of two while

being subjectively evaluated by judges using a five-point rating scale.
A total of 19 judges rated the 153 subjects. Eleven of the subjects
tested were men.

The same test was administered to each group twice,

with a two-day interval between the test-retest periods.
The data were subjected to analysis of variance and analyzed
in the following three groups:

experienced judges, additional judges,

and a combination of the two.

The correlation coefficient was computed

for day-to-day variation of scores for each test item and individual
test item means were calculated. All data were pro�essed through an
electronic computer.
The findings of this study indicated that the Dvorak subjective
evaluation of fundamental locomotor movement discriminated significantly
(P

< .01)

between students .

Norms were established for each test item .
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The test could not be scored objectively by the judges used in this
study.

All test items were fairly reliable for group use ranging from

. 68 to . 77 .
II .

CONCLUSIONS

The findings of this study indicated four major points con
cerning the Dvorak subjective evaiuation of fundamental locomotor
movement for · beginners in modern dance.
( 1)

The test discriminated significantly (P < . ol) between

subjects.
( 2)

The test was fairly reliable for group use.

( 3 ) The test was not scored objectively by the judges used

in this study whether experienced or additional .
( 4)

Norms were established for the six-item test.

They

ranged from 2 . 1 to 2. 8.
Ill •

IMPLICATIONS

The investigator felt that certain generaliz ations could be
implied from the statistical findings concerning the Dvorak tes t.
It appears that the test devised for use at South Dakota State
University by Dvorak c ould be used by other c olle ge and university
instructors of modern dance.
It would appear that the test is economical to administer and
practical for use in modern dance classes as an aid in evaluating
the skills of beginning modern dance students .
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It would appear that if a teacher of modern dance did not
wish to use the entire test , items could be selected from the test,
since a norm and reliability coefficient are available for each item.
It appears that further research is needed in the scoring of
the Dvorak test •

I.V .

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUR'rHER STUDY

Based on the findings of this study, the writer makes the
following recommendations :
( 1)

That a longitudinal study be undertaken using the Dvorak

test and having the same three judges score all students over a stated
period of time.
( 2)

That an investigation be undertaken employing video tape

in order that judges may more thoroughly evaluate subjects performing
the Dvorak test.
· ( 3)

That a similar study be corr. .-leted to determine if the

Dvorak test c an be used effectively on beginning high school modern
dance students .
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APPENDIX A
THE LETTER OF INQUIRY
September , 1968

Dear Dance Instructor:
I am a graduate student in physical education at South Dakota State
University working toward the Master of Science Degree.
I am searching for locomotor skill tests in modern dance. Does your
department have such a test available? If so, I would be most
interested in knowing what is included.
Mrs. Sandra Dvorak , dance instructor at South
has developed a departmental locomotor skills
the intermediate, and the advanced student in
are interested in this test , I would be happy

Dakota State University,
test for the beginner ,
modern dance. If you
to send a copy to you.

I realize you are very busy but I would be most appreciative of any
information you might have time to give me . I am hoping that my
research will contribute useful information to this area of dance.
Thank you.
S incerely,
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APPENDIX B
REPLIES TO THE LETTER OF INQUIRY
1.

Dr. Dudley Ashton, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska.

2.

Ann Brekke, Northwest Missouri State College, Maryville, Missouri.

3.

Dr . Jean Bontz, University of Northern Iowa, Cedar F alls, Iowa.

4.

F lorence A . Cobb, Mankato State College, Mankato, Minnesota.

5. Doris Coppock, McPherson College, McPherson, Kansas.

6.

Dr. Phyllis Cunningham , Washington University, St. Louis,

Missouri.

7. Irmel

w.

Fagan, Colorado S tate University, Fort Collins, Colorado.

8.

Carole Notto, Colorado State College, Greeley, Colorado.

9.

Marilyn Ryden , University of North Dakota , Grank Forks,
North Dakota.

10.

Gladys Scott, University of Iowa , Iowa City, Iowa .

11.

Betty Toman, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa.

12.

Amy Turnell, Chadron State College, Chadron , Nebraska.
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APPENDIX C
COLLEGES ASKED TO PARTICIPATE IN THE STUDY
1.

Au gustana College, Sioux Falls, S outh Dakota.

2.

Dakota Wesleyan University, Mitchell, S outh Dako�a.

3.

General Beadle S tate College, Madison, S outh Dakota.

4.

Huron College, Huron, S outh Dakota.

5 . I owa State University, Ames, Iowa.
6.

Luther College, Decorah, Iowa .

7.

Mankato State College, Mankato, Minnesota.

8.

Mount Marty College, Yankton, South Dakota.

9.

Northern State College, Aberdeen, S outh Dakota.

10.

Northwestern College, Orange City, Iowa.

11 .

S ioux Falls College, S ioux Falls, S outh Dakota .

12 .

S outhern S tate College, S pringfield, S outh Dakota.

lJ.

S outh Dakota S tate University, Brookings, S outh Dakota.

14.

S outhwest Minnesota State College, Marshall, Minnesota.

15 .

University of South Dakota, V ermillion, S outh Dakota.

16.

Westma.r College, Le Mars, Iowa.

17 .

Yankton College , Yankton, South Dakota.
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APPENDIX D
LETTER ASKING SCHOOLS TO PARTICIPATE IN 'I'HE STUDY

September, 1968

Dear Dance Instructor:
I am a graduate student in physical education at South Dakota State
University working toward the Master of Science Degree.
Mrs. Sandra Dvorak, dance instructor at South Dakota State University,
has designed a locomotor skills test for the beginner in modern dance.
This test, however, has been given only to students at South Dakota
State University. I am very much interested in giving this test to
students at other universities and colleges in the area.
Is there a course in beginning modern dance in the curriculum for
students at the college or university at which you are an instructor?
If so , would you be interested in helping with this study by allowing
a panel of qualified judges to administer this locomotor skills test
to your students sometime during your modern dance unit?
If you are interested in participating in this study, please fill out
the following sheet and return it in the enclosed envelope.
I realize that you are very busy, but I would be most appreciative of
your cooperation. May I hear from you soon? Thank you.
S incerely, ·
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QUESTIONNAIRE ACCOMPANYING THE LETTER ON PRECEEDING PAGE
I.
A.

Do you offer a freshman basic instruction course for the beginner
in modern dance?

B.

How many meetings are included in the above course?

C.

When does the above course oegin and end?

D.

How many students are enrolled in the above course?

II .
A.

Do you offer a beginning modern dance course for physical
education majors?

B.

How many meetings are included in the above course?

C.

When does the above course begin and end?

D.

How many students are enrolled in the above course?
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APPENDIX E

THE JUIXiES
Experienced Judges
Mrs . Lois Brantner
Miss Betty Hoff
Mrs . Linda Krambeer
Mrs . S andra Dvorak
Miss Connie Woods
Mrs . Mary Zulk
Mrs. S herri Wurster
Mrs. Martha Robinson
Additional Judges
Miss Shirly Bertis
Mrs . Judy Busch
Miss Wanda Davis
Miss Roz Ann J ohnson
Miss Janet Liedtke
Miss Dee Pauling
Miss Lois Ramharter
Mrs . Lucille Rewalt
Miss Sharon Sanwick
Miss Sandra Walker
Miss Susan Yeage r
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APPENDIX F

A LOCOMOTOR SKILLS TEST FOR BEGINNING MODERN DANCERS
USING SELECTED PATTERN COMBINATIONS
I.

Test directions
A.

Necessary equipment
1.

Large floor area

2.

Tape recorder and tape

3 . Rating sheet and pencil

4. Chairs for the judges

5. Numbers and pins for the subj ects

6.
B.

C halkboard

Length of the test
1.

There are six test items on the beginning level.

2. The entire test can be administered in two· minutes and
fifty-seven seconds, including both trials.

3 . There are three seconds between the trials and seven seconds
between the test items.

4.

c.

Twenty-five students can be tested in a fifty minute period
( testing two at a time) .

Scoring the test
1. There are two trials ; both are rated from five to one.
Five is considered perfect while one is unsatisfactory.
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2. Maximum score possible is 60 points .

3 . Each criterion is equal to one point on the five-point
scale.

The scores are not weighted.

The criteria are

as follows:
a)

Proper body mechanics (including posture, controlled
landings, and flexion, and extension of hips, knees,
and ankles)

b)

Rhythmic accuracy ( beginning on the beat and remaining
on the beat through the entire pattern)

c)

Correct sequence of the pattern

d)

Precise and accurate changes in direction throughout
the entire pattern

e)

Style of movement (whether tense and mechanical , or
free and natural)

D.

Judges
1.

From one to three judges are necessary to rate the subjects.

2.

Judges may score subjects individually or in groups of two.

E. When to administer the test
1.

Near the end of the modern dance unit or after approxi
mately 12 one-hour sessions in modern dance.

F.

One week prior to the testing period
1.

Each subject should receive a test copy complete with
directions.

2.

Each item should be demonstrated and explained carefully.
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3.

Subjects should be allowed to ask ques tions pertaining to
the test.

4.

Any practicing by the student must occur outside the
classroom period.

5.

For each trial, in every item, begin the pattern with the
RIGHT FOOT.

6.

The test is standardized on a tape.

7.

For each trial, in every item , listen to the metronome
for one measure and begin on the drum beat; in each trial,
the voice on the tape says, "Ready, 2, 3, begin".

8.
D.

Each pattern is repeated four times in each trial.

Testing day
1.

Test items are written on a chalkboard for student
reference.

2.

Students draw a number and attach it to the leotard.

3. Students are tested individually or by groups of two in a
testing area removed from the other subjects.
4.

No words are spoken by the subjects or the judges .

5 . The judges arrive at their scores independently.
II.

Test items, full descriptions, number of measures, tempo and time
in seconds for beginning students.
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PATTERN
J slides
sideward

Item #1

METER

MEASURES

METRONOME

TIME

4/4

4

88

11. 0

_ ¼ turn and 1 skip
Do 4 times

!_____ . __ /
Turn 90° left from the line of direction so pattern can begin with the
right foot.

Slide sideward three times .

Turn 90° to the right, facing

forward in the line of direction, and execute one skip on the right
foot with the free left leg held in front, toes pointed and knee flexed .
Repeat Pattern - Begin with left foot - Face 90 ° right.
II
II
II
U
" I I left.
right '1
"
II
"
"
II
" left I I
right.
Item #2 - 3 gallops
forward

¼

4

4/4

88

11. 0

turn and 1 skip

! ________ !
Face forward in the line of direction.
starting with the right foot.

Do three gallops forward,

Legs should be lifted as high as

possible when free; knees should be flexed and toes pointed as knees
turn outward.

Turn 90° to the right , and do one skip on the right

foot, with free leg the same as in Item /1.
Repeat pattern - Begin with the left foot.
"
"
"
"
" right "
n
"
t1
11
t1
11
left
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PATTERN

METER

MEASURES

METRONOI"iE

TIME

4 /4

4

132

15.0

Item # 3 - Jump-hop twice

4 walks in complete circle
Do 4 times

- -- -- ! ---/-- --- --- /
Face forward in the line of direction.

Execute one jump.

Hop onto

right foot holding left leg behind, bent at knee, with toes pointed.
Repeat jump, only hop onto the left foot holding right leg behind,
bent at knee with toes pointed. Make one complete circle on the four
walks.
Repeat pattern -- First hop on left foot.
"
11
"
"
"
right "
11
"
11
11
11
left
"
Item #4 - Jump turn 180 °
Jump in place

4/4

8

88

19. 5

Double time 4 runs forward, 4 runs backward
Do all 4 times

I

==-----=----- I - - - - - - - - /

Face forward in the line of direction.

1Ro 0 • Jump in place .

Execute one jump, turning

Do four runs forward , tilting body forward and

kicking free legs out behind, with the knees bent and toes pointed.
Do four runs backward, tilting body backward with free legs forward,
knees strai ght and toes pointed.
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PATTERN

MEASURES

METER

METRONOME

TIME

Repeat pattern - Begin with a 1 80 ° turn left.
II
" t i II
"
" ri ght .
"
II
"
ft
ti
II
left.
Item #5 - 2 runs forward
.!.
't

turn and 1 leap

3 /4

4

120

6

Do 4 times

I

=== === === I

Face forward in the line of direction.
beginning with the right foot .

Perform two re gular runs forward,

Turn 90 ° to the right, and do one leap

forward on the ri ght foot.
Repeat pattern - Begin with the left foot.
"
"
"
" right ft •
"
"
"
"
"
" left
"•
Item

16 - 2 s kips forward

¼

6/8

8

88

12

turn and 1 jump

1 gallop forward
Do 4 times

I

- _--_ == I
==--== == ==--== == I =---=---_

Face forward in the line of direction.

Do two skips forward with free

leg behind , knees strai ght and toes pointed. Turn 90 ° to the right,
and execute one jump .

Do one gallop forward on the right foot.

Repeat pattern 3 times ; in each cas e begin with the right foot.
III. The rating sheet

APPENDIX F
RA.TING SCALE
C riteria to rate students on:
1.

Proper body mechanics of performing locomotor movement , including posture , control in
landings , and proper extension and flexion of hips , knees , and ankles .
2. Correct rhythm in the patterns .
3 . Correct sequence of the pattern .
4 . Precise and smooth changes in direction .
5 . Style of movement--whether tense and forced , or natural and relaxed .

Number

Item #6
Item 15
Item #4
Item #3
Item t2
Item #1
Trial Trial Trial Trial Trial Trial T rial Trial T rial Trial ' Trial Trial
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
1

TOTAL
SCORE

'
- �- � � ... --·

\.}"\
\.}"\

APPENDIX G
F VALUES FOR EACH TEST ITEM WHEN SCORES OF EIGHT
EXPERIENCED JUIXi:ES WERE ANALYZED

Source 1

df

Item 1

s

152

9 - 3 5 **

J /S

306

D

l

SD

1 52

JD/S

3 06

T /D

Item 2

Item 3

Item 4

10 - 35**

9•9 3 **

8 . 6 0 **

4 -77 **

3 . 86**

4 . 53 **

3 -43 **

3 .46

2 . 34

2 - 19 **

2 - 1 5* *

3 • 3 5 **

2 . 00 **

�i.o

1 . 92 **

2 .40 **

.c l . O

1 . 80* *

2 . 00 **

Item 5
9 . 86**

4 - 93 **
< l-0

2 . 68**

2 - 07* *

Item 6
17 - 9 5 **

4 - 5 0 **
16 . 47

J .40 **

2 - 20 **

2

ST /D

3 04

Residual

612

** P < . 0 1

1
s = Subject ; J /S = Judge within subject ; D = Days ; SD = Subject by · day; JD/S =. Judge by day within
subject ; T/D = Trial within day; ST/D = Subject by trial within day .

°'

\I\

APPENDIX H
F VALUES FOR EACH TEST ITEM 'WHEN SCORES OF ELEVEN
ADDITIONAL JUDG&g WERE ANALYZED
Source1

df

s

78

J /S

1 58

D

1

SD

78

JD/S
T /D

158

Item l

9 - 20 **

4 . 47 **

< 1. 0
1 . 81**

1 . 84**

Item 2

Item 3

10 - 79 **

11 . 0 5**

3 - 55**
< 1.0

1.66**

2 -89 **

2. Jl **

< l .O

1 - 42**

3 - 50 **

Item 4

9 . 0'7. **
2 - 9 5 **

<LO

2 - 55**

2 . 38**

Item 5

Item 6

10 . 0 7 **

10 - 53 **

<1.0

< 9 · 94

3 . 94**
1 - 96 **
2 . 81 **

3 . 87 **

4 . 46* *

2 .46 **

2

ST /D

156

Residual

316

** P < . 01

1s = Sub ject ; J /S = Judge within - sub ject ; D = Days ; SD = Sub ject by day ; JD/S = Judge by day within
subject ; T /D = Trial within day; ST /D = Subject by trial within day.

"'�

APPENDIX I
F VALUES FOR EACH TEST ITEM WHEN SCORES OF ALL JUOOES WERE ANALYZED

Item 5

Item 6

9 . 68 **

1 0 . 44* *

11 . 60 **

1 . 58**

1 . 78 **

1 . 67 * *

1 . 9 8* *

4 . 00 **

J . 22**

4 . 44* *

4. J 8 **

S ource 1

df

Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

s

78

1 2 . 18 **

1 2. 17 **

10 . 68**

E /S

79

1. 49 **

1 - 75 **

4 . 94**

J . 70 **

J /SE
D

3 16
1

< LO

< 1.0

<'. 1 . 0

Item 4

< l .0

< 1.0

11 . 28

SD

78

1 - 89 **

1 . 61**

1 -47 *

1 .43 *

2 . 36 **

2 - 9 5 **

ED/S

79

1 -65* *

4 - 07 **

2 . 23 **

3 . 64**

1 . 88 **

3 • 5 7**

316

2 . 06 **

2 - 23**

2 - 90 **

2 - 11**

2. 38 * *

2 - 23 **

JD/SE
T/D

- 2

ST /D

156

ET /SD

158

Residual

632

**

P < . 01
* P < . 05

ls = Subject ; E /S = Experienced judge within subject ; J /SE = Judge within subject by
class ; D = Days ; SD = Subject by day; ED/S = Experienced judge by day within subject ;
JD/SE = Judge by day within subject whether experienced or additional ; T /D = Trial
within day; ST /D = Subject by trial within day; ET /SD = Experienced judge by trial
within subject by day �

0)

